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Abstract

There has been considerable work within the field of dig-
ital cash protocols that aims to provide security guarantees
- non-repudiation, authentication, overspending checking
and off-line checking - whilst protecting anonymity. How-
ever, considerably less attention has been given to the ques-
tion of electronic ticketing, and what exists has been rather
abstract or limited. Although eTickets aim at providing the
same security guarantees and privacy preservation proper-
ties as digital cash, they are significantly different. Digital
cash derives much of its anonymity from the fact that the
denominations of electronic coins and notes are sufficiently
universal that it is not possible for the bank to know in ad-
vance how they might be spent. In an eTicketing system,
however, this is not the case: at the point the ticket is pur-
chased, the ticket vendor knows for what it will be used and,
if a non-anonymous payment system is used, can associate
this with the customer. We present a novel protocol that en-
ables users to purchase and spend electronic tickets (eTick-
ets) of a range of two different types: those that can only be
used a certain number of times, and those that expire after
a certain date.

1 Introduction

Notwithstanding the false start of the early digital cash
deployments, payment mechanisms are a key enabling
technology for mobile commerce. We choose to explore
a heretofore rather neglected area of electronic payment
mechanisms: that of electronic ticketing. Given the wide-
spread adoption of a number of standard short-range net-
working technologies such as 802.11, Bluetooth, and Zig-
bee, we believe that to base universal eTicketing solutions
on specific hardware platforms would be overly restrictive.
Instead, agreement at the level of protocols for the purchase
and exchange of eTickets is more scalable and more likely
to open up a wide range of different business opportunities.
Implicitly, then, there are two preconditions to achieving
this: the definition of a standard form of a ticket, which is

in progress [1, 2], and the definition of standard protocols,
which this paper addresses.

Although digital cash and eTicketing aim at providing
the same privacy and security properties, they are different
in two main respects. First, current digital cash solutions
cannot be directly integrated into an eTicketing framework.
Customer identities are blindly embedded into eTickets so
that overspenders can be identified, while honest customers’
anonymity is preserved. This takes place when eTickets are
bought. Therefore, anonymous electronic payment methods
(e.g., digital cash) cannot be used for buying eTickets and,
thus, an ad-hoc eTicket issue phase is required. Second,
an entity issuing digital coins (e.g., a bank) does not know
in advance how its coins might be spent, whereas a ticket
agent knows for what its eTickets will be used. Therefore,
spenders are more likely to be identified when using eTick-
ets than when paying with digital cash.

The small body of work that has been published in the
field of electronic ticketing fails to be fully satisfactory be-
cause they are very limited in vision. Thus they tend to
assume a simple on-line verification model that does not
realise the full potential of ticketing as defined by ticket
standardisation activities, and instead address rather simple
cases such as pay-tv systems and airline ticketing.

We propose a general-purpose electronic ticketing mech-
anism. Customers buy eTickets from ticket agents and
spend them at service providers. The key features sup-
ported include: (i) preservation of customer anonymity, so
long as they do not seek to overspend; (ii) non-repudiation
for the customer and the service provider; (iii) off-line eT-
icket checking at any service provider without contacting
the ticket agent; (iv) eTicket use at a range of the possible
service providers; (v) support for a range of different tick-
eting models.

2 Related Work

Electronic payment systems have formed a subject of
study in the academic community since work in the early
1980s by Chaum [8]. However, given their direct applica-
bility to the real world, there has been more interest in the



commercial development of this academic research than is
usually the case. Electronic payment systems have passed
through two commercial generations: the initial enthusi-
asm by technologists for general-purpose electronic cash
schemes ended largely in failure just before the millennium
(the most notable being Chaum’s DigiCash). However, even
in advance of this failure, a second generation of schemes
started to emerge, including PayPal, PayWeb, Millicent and
many others. Although there continues to be market move-
ment (e.g., the acquisition of CyberCash by Verisign, pro-
posals to use Oystercard as a digital cash system, etc.) and
failure (e.g., of beenz), many of the approaches would ap-
pear to be surviving, largely because there is clearer think-
ing about the marketplace in which they operate. The un-
derlying general B2B marketplace remains slow in convert-
ing to electronic payment methods and, consequently, one
might expect the more general B2C marketplace to remain
suppressed for the foreseeable future.

At the same time as the second generation of e-cash
schemes started to emerge, consideration was starting to be
given to digital ticketing, with the publication by Fujimura
and Nakajima [11] of requirements for a general-purpose
eTicket, a further development of which was in the form
of a generalized (XML-based) digital-ticket definition lan-
guage [12]. More recently, this has led to an informational
RFC that identifies requirements for a voucher trading sys-
tem [10] to allow the interchange of digital coupons, gift
certificates, and loyalty points. Although foundational, all
of these approaches are high-level; they lack detailed con-
sideration of how best to implement the protocols for ticket
exchange.

Of the relatively small body of academic work published
in this field, Song and Korba [17] propose an eTicket proto-
col for Pay-TV systems that provides both customer privacy
protection and non-repudiation features. Initially, the cus-
tomer purchases an eTicket from a provider. When she later
wishes to subscribe to a set of TV channels, she presents an
eTicket. It is not possible to determine to which channels
the customer has subscribed; moreover, a trusted third party
can provide a repudiation service in case of dispute. How-
ever, there are three problems with this approach. Firstly,
dealing with disputes implies the involvement of a Trusted
Third Party, which is not always desirable. Secondly, eT-
ickets are not globally spendable, but can be spent only at
particular predefined service providers. Finally, this proto-
col does not provide transferability: an eTicket is bound to
the buyer’s identity.

Bao et al [5] investigated eTicketing systems providing
a distributed verification system for mobile devices. How-
ever, the description is again rather high-level and is limited
to a relatively straightforward form of distributed verifica-
tion. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that there are commer-
cial activities in this space: for example, Vodafone in New

Zealand are utilising SMS-based technology from mTicket
to allow the purchase of tickets for a range of events on-
line [4] . A range of suggestions for transport systems ex-
ist: Premasathian and Thainimit [13] propose a conceptual
framework for highway toll collection that uses a similar
model to the congestion charging mechanism in London.
Likewise, trials using mobile ’phones as carriers of bus tick-
ets are being undertaken by Nokia, Philips, and RMV, the
public transport authority for Frankfurt [3]. Other studies
on eTicket validation exist, e.g., [15] and [14], and there is
an attempt at standardisation by Mobile Electronic Trans-
actions Ltd. [1, 2] but there is little that even attempts to
explore the generality of the vision of eTicketing presented
by Fujimura [11] at a technical level.

The remainder of this paper will be focus on elucidating
the technical details of a general-purpose electronic ticket-
ing mechanism. In section 3 we lay the structural founda-
tions for our mechanism: the system architecture and an
attacker model are discussed. Section 4 discusses the proto-
cols of our ticketing mechanism. In section 5 we assess the
compliance of our approach against general eTicketing re-
quirements. To complete the discussion, we describe future
work in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

3 System architecture

3.1 Introduction

In general, eTicketing systems are a generalisation of
digital cash, and share many properties in common with it.
In this section, we give a brief overview of the key architec-
tural elements that are considered within our system.

Tickets, so far as we are concerned, come in three forms:
(i) they can be credit constrained (e.g., a phonecard); (ii)
they can be usage constrained - restricted to a particular
number of uses (e.g., a cinema ticket or the equivalent of
a book of tickets); or (iii) they can be time-constrained - re-
stricted by the expiry date on the ticket (e.g., a bus pass).
In the real world, where they are represented by some iden-
tifiable physical token, tickets may further be classified as
fully anonymous(e.g., a train ticket bought with cash) or
those that are sold to a particular named individual (e.g., an
airline ticket). However, in the electronic world, the repre-
sentation of a ticket as a purely digital token means that it
is simple to copy tickets; consequently, as for digital cash,
we must address the problems of ensuring uniqueness and
the problem of double-spending without compromising the
anonymity of the individual unless and until they attempt
to misbehave. In the latter case, any anonymity should be
revokable.

The actorsin our system fall into three classes: Tick-
ets are sold by aticket agentto a customer. The customer
then spends the tickets with aservice provider(sometimes



known as a verifier or ticket inspector), who verifies their
validity before granting service. The ticket agent and the
service provider can be the same entity, but they need not
be, hence the logical separation. Regardless, the service
provider must share a relationship (possibly indirectly) with
the ticket agent issuing the tickets, and there will need to be
an exchange of money between these entities in order to en-
sure that the agent has tickets to sell.

Four additional properties of tickets and ticketing proto-
cols are important: (i) in any ticket use,non-repudiationis
important to the customer and the service provider - neither
should be able to claim that the use did not occur, without
the other party being able plausibly to deny that claim; (ii)
customers should be able to spend their eTickets at any ap-
propriate service provider (i.e., eTickets should beglobally-
spendable); (iii) eTicket protocols should supportoff-line
checking: eTickets can be spent and checked at any service
provider without contacting the ticket agent. Finally, cus-
tomers should, in some circumstances, be able to give up
sell their eTickets, making themtransferable.

For the purposes of this paper, we assume that communi-
cation takes place over an unsecured channel and that com-
promise of private keys is dealt with by mechanisms outside
our consideration. Also, we are not concerned with the tam-
per resistance of devices.

3.2 Attacker model

In order to develop a protocol for eTicket exchange, it
is necessary to understand what the different actors may
have to gain by executing different types of attack on the
system. Below, we give a classification of possible attacks
categorised by attacking entity.

1. Fraudulent Customer

Overspending : A customer breaches the spending
constraints in the ticket: they attempt to exceed
the credit limit, use it more than the number of
allowable times, or for greater than the allowed
length of time.

Theft : A customer illegally obtains eTickets and at-
tempts to spend them.

2. Fraudulent Service Provider

Over-deposit : A service provider redeems a single
spending eTicket at the ticket agent several times.

Customer indentification : A service provider iden-
tifies a customer or links her spending behaviour
across multiple tickets using information from
spent eTickets, thus breaching customer privacy.

Framing : A service provider gives an indication to
the ticket agent that an eTicket has been over-
spent. Subsequently, an honest customer is in-
criminated and his/her identity is revealed.

3. Fraudulent Ticket Agent

Customer indentification : The ticket agent identi-
fies a customer or links their spending bevahiour
across multiple tickets using information from
deposited eTickets.

Customer false accusation: The ticket agent un-
justly accuses a customer of overspending eTick-
ets or using stolen eTickets.

Service Provider false accusation:The ticket agent
unjustly accuses a service provider of over-
depositing.

4. Fraudulent Ticket Agent and Fraudulent Service
Provider

Collusion :The ticket agent and a service provider
collude and frame or identify the customer.

4 Protocol actions

4.1 Terminology and Notation

The basic terminology and notation used in this paper
are defined as follows.

Symbol Description
TA Ticket Agent
C Customer
SPx Service Providerx
KRi = (di, pi, qi) entity i’s private key
KUi = (ei, ni) entity i’s public key
Timestampi Time stamp generated by entityi
IDi Entity i’s ID
H one-way hash function
f one-way hash function
g one-way hash function
Signaturei signature usingKRi

4.2 Phases

Our eTicketing scheme is divided into four main phases:

1. eTicket wholesale phase, in which the ticket agent pur-
chases tickets from the service provider. This phase is
optional, and depends on the cost recovery model for
the service provider. An alternative would be to allow
authorised ticket agents to sell as many tickets as possi-
ble, and for the service provider to recover costs from



the agent when those tickets are used, or to pay the
ticket agent a bonus per use. The difference, in effect,
is whether the service provider is a subcontractor of the
ticket agent, and is paid by use, or whether the service
provider subcontracts the sale of tickets to the ticket
agent, who purchases tickets wholesale in this stage.
Additionally, the ticket agent may receive a bonus per
use.

2. eTicket issue phase, in which a customer contacts the
ticket agent, requests a ticket and pays for it.

3. eTicket spending phase, in which a customer takes a
ticket and spends it with a service provider.

4. eTicket cashing phase, in which the transfer of funds
between the ticket agent and the service provider takes
place according to the cost recovery model chosen.
See the eTicket wholesale phase for details.

The eTicket wholesale phase is outside the scope of this
paper and will form future work.

In the protocols described below, we assume that tickets
are to be issued under conditions of revokable anonymity.
To extend the protocol to deal with the other cases of full
anonymity and full identification is straightforward.

4.3 eTicket issue phase

The purpose of this phase is to arrive at a point where
a customer has a ticket in their possession, the ticket agent
has been paid the correct amount for this, the parameters
within the ticket are those agreed by the customer and the
agent, and it is not possible to link the ticket purchased to
the customer. Note that this is slightly different from dig-
ital cash systems in which unlinkability is a feature of the
universality of money; in this case, tickets identifyex ante
the ways in which they will be spent. Thus to achieve our
aims we employ two subphases: the initialbootstrap sub-
phasetakes place under conditions in which the ticket agent
knows with whom they are interacting and exists simply to
negotiate parameters for the secondanonymous eTicket is-
suing subphasein which the ticket in question is purchased.
We will address them in turn.

4.3.1 Bootstrap subphase

In this subphase, the customer will pay for the ticket they
wish to purchase. However, the identity of the customer
with whom we are interacting may well be visible through,
for example, the payment method they elect to use e.g., if
they use a credit card. Consequently, the ticket cannot be
issued in this phase, and we must instead rely on the use of
blind signature protocols for the ticket agent to commit to a
set of parameters that will later be used anonymously in the

actual generation of the ticket. There are three parameters
that require such treatment:

• In later interactions, both during the anonymous eT-
icket issue subphase and the eTicket spending phase, it
will prove to be necessary to authenticate the customer
as the legitimate owner of information used to build
the ticket or of the ticket itself. In order to do this,
a zero knowledge proof based on the use of a pub-
lic/private keypair is employed; however, in order to
ensure unlinkability, it is necessary to ensure that the
customer’s identity cannot be associated with the key-
pair to be used. Consequently, we employ temporary
public keys that are authenticated by the ticket agent
using a blind signature protocol.

• If the customer elects to pay for the ticket using a non-
anonymous method of payment, then it is clearly nec-
essary for the payment to occur here, and for an au-
thenticated (but anonymous) receipt to be created that
can be presented to the eTicket issue subphase.

• Finally, to ensure revokable anonymity, the customer
identity, suitably protected, must be incorporated into
the ticket itself. Since it is important that the ticket
agent be confident that the correct identity is actually
being embedded at the point of issue, but since it can-
not, for reasons of unlinkability, be allowed to see the
identity at that point in time, we must also negotiate a
suitably blinded set of identity parameters here in such
a way that they can be presented during the ticket issue
subphase.

The bootstrap subphase involves the customer and the
ticket agent and consists of the following steps:

1(a) Following the selection of the appropriate prod-
uct to be bought, the customer prepares and securely sends:
(i) a blinded element embedding both the eTicket cost
and the temporary public key; (ii) a number of pieces of
customer personal information, will be split and kept secret
with a pair of blinding factors.

The customer creates a temporary public key (eT , nT )
and a temporary private key (dT , pT , qT ). The public key is
then blinded. We elect, for reasons of simplicity and compa-
rability, to illustrate our technique using the blind signature
technique shown in [8], in which the customer selects a ran-
dom numberr that blinds the authentication of the tempo-
rary public key (eT , nT ): (blindedTPK) = reTAH(eT ||nT )
(mod nTA). However, in practice, alternative blinding tech-
niques based on blind Schnorr signatures (or their variants)
may well be more efficient.

To facilitate the revocation of anonymity in cases of at-
tempted overspending, it is necessary to incorporate cus-
tomer identity information into the ticket. However, as in



digital cash protocols, this information must be blinded in
such a way that the identity information is not revealed un-
der normal usage, but carries a very high probability of be-
ing revealed under conditions of misuse. There are essen-
tially two ways to do this - the cut-and-choose protocol [9],
which is simple if inefficient, and the restrictive blind signa-
tures developed by Brands [7] and Scoenmakers [16], which
are considerably more efficient. Purely for reasons of sim-
plicity we elect to describe our protocol using the former.

As described in [9], we require that the customer takes
their identity string and splits it into two parts in such a
way that revealing one part reveals no Shannon information
about the customer’s identity, with the additional property
that it is possible to verify when a part has been correctly
revealed. A customer providesk independent such pairs to
the ticket agent, who selectsk2 of them, and requires Al-
ice to reveal both halves in order to verify that she is not
seeking to mislead with respect to her identity. In our case,
we require for each pair the customer supplied in the origi-
nal digital cash scheme, she now supplies anidentity vector
consisting ofn independent pairs, wheren is the number of
permissible uses of a usage-constrained ticket; moreover,
where a pair was originally revealed in the cut-and-choose
protocol, the corresponding identity vector must now be re-
vealed in its entirety. Thus, in total, the customer will sup-
ply n · k independent identity pairs, of whichn · k

2 will be
revealed. It is possible for the customer to supply a greater
number of identity vectors than she expects to use, in order
to obfuscate the nature of the ticket she intends to buy; it
would even be possible to conduct this part of the protocol
in advance, maintaining a cache of signed identity vectors
for use when needed.

Blinded customer information consists of the ordered set
of k identity vectors, each of which hasn entries:

< blind C info >= {(blind C info)ij} =
= {blindeTA

ij f(xij , yij)} (mod nTA)

∀i ∈ [1, k], ∀j ∈ [1, n] where xij =
g(id revealij XOR (C info) XOR j), yij = g(id revealij),
f andg are publicly known one-way hash functions, and
blindij andid revealij are randomly chosen.

Finally, the customer encrypts (with the ticket
agent’s public key) the temporary public key element,
(blindedTPK), and the blinded customer identity informa-
tion, blind C info, together with payment details and the
cost of the eTicket. The signature attached to the message
indicates a commitment on the part of the customer to
complete the transaction at this price. The ticket agent
may provide this information to the credit card company
to authorise payment, or they may be capable of charging
an arbitrary amount to the credit card. If the latter, the
customer can later repudiate the transaction and, without a
signed commitment to pay by the customer, the ticket agent

will be seen to be guilty of attempted fraud.

C → TA : KUTA{< blind C info >, (blindedTPK),
(payment), (KUC), (eTicketcost), TimestampC ,

SignatureC}

1(b) At this point, the ticket agent has received a re-
quest to purchase a ticket. In order to issue a ticket in
the next subphase when the identity of the customer is
no longer visible, it needs to check the consistency of the
identity information, take payment, and authenticate the
blinded temporary keys and the remaining blinded identity
information.

The ticket agent (i) challenges the customer to reveal
a subset of the blinding factors; (ii) signs and returns the
blinded eTicket cost and the blinded temporary public key
which are, thus, certified by the ticket agent.

The ticket agent decrypts and verifies the integrity of the
received message. This includes assessing whether it is suf-
ficiently timely to be worthy of consideration, which it does
by examining whether the timestamp is within an accept-
able distance,T∆ of the current time at the ticket agent.
Since we do not assume synchronised clocks, we need to
hold information about requests with timestamps in the past
T∆ seconds, effectively using a sliding window to eliminate
replay. If the time on the request postdates the current time
at the ticket agent, then either we must hold the request un-
til that time has passed, or we must reject the request and
hold a list of such rejections that is pruned at the time when
the sliding window would have passed the rejected request.
Note, however, that this process consumes resources and,
consequently, renders the ticket agent subject to a denial of
service attack. This threat can be ameliorated by introduc-
ing an extra stage that requires the client to solve a puzzle
before proceeding with the remainder of the process; how-
ever, the dimensioning of such puzzles is a difficult issue
and either discriminates against resource poor clients or has
little effect on DoS.

If the message is correct the ticket agent stores
the customer’s credit card information for later
debit according to the eTicket cost. It then signs
the (blindedTPK) and eTicketcost with its secret
key dTA: (signedblindedTPK) = (blindedTPK)dTA

(mod nTA) and (signedeTicketcost) = (eTicketcost)dTA

(mod nTA).
Next, the ticket agent creates a challenge for the cus-

tomer. It choosesk2 at random out of the received set of
blinded customer personal identity vectors in order to ver-
ify that they are consistently the same. Note that there is no



need for this identity to be the same as the identity of the
individual paying; for example, the tickets may be intended
as a gift. However, there are undoubtedly circumstances
in which one might care to draw negative inferences if the
identities do not match, in the same way as it is sometimes
reasonable to draw negative inferences if the intended deliv-
ery address is different to the billing address of a credit card
in an online purchase. The ticket agent returns the selected
indices< ID verify indexes> to the customer encrypted
with the customer’s public key.

TA→ C : KUC{< ID verify indexes>,

(signedblindedTPK), (signedeTicketcost),
TimestampTA, SignatureTA}

1(c) At this point, the ticket agent has returned a
message that contains a signed item to the effect that
customer has agreed to purchase a particular eTicket at a
given price and a blind signed temporary public key from
the customer. It has also issues a set of challenges for
identity vectors to which the customer must respond.

Firstly, the customer checks the signature on
signedeTicketcost. Next, it removes the blinding factor
from (signedblindedTPK), and checks the signature on
that.

(signedTPK) =
((signedblindedTPK))

r
(mod nTA)

= HdTA(eT ||nT ) (mod nTA)

Lastly, the customer encrypts with the ticket agent’s pub-
lic key the requested pairs of blinding factorsblindij and
id revealij ∀i ∈< ID verify indexes> and∀j ∈ [1, n] to-
gether with the customer personal information(C info). It
returns them to the ticket agent.

C → TA : KUTA{{blindij , id revealij} i∈
j∈

<ID verify indexes>
[1,n]

(C info), TimestampC′ , SignatureC′}

1(d) After receiving the requested blinding factors,
the ticket agent verifies that the customer embedded the
correct personal information within the customer personal
information vectors. If the customer did not cheat, the ticket
agent debits the credit card according to the information
stored it stored in step 4.3.1, then blindly signs and returns
the remaining customer personal information vectors. This
is, however, achieved in stages. Firstly:∀j ∈ [1, n]:

(signedblinded id vector)j =

=
∏

i/∈<ID verify indexes>

(blind C info)dTA
ij

Without loss of generality we assume that the blinded
customer information array is reorder such that the verified
indices run fromk

2 +1 tok, in other words, the firstk2 entries
remain blinded.

At this point, it might seem reasonable to aggregate and
encrypt the set of(signedblinded id vector)j with the cus-
tomer’s public key and to send them to the customer:

TA→ C : KUC{(signedblinded id vector)j ,

TimestampTA′ , SignatureTA′}
However, unless an acknowledgement is forthcoming

from the customer, they could argue that the ticket agent had
debited their credit card but had never returned the blind-
signed identity vectors. Since the next stage of the protocol
is anonymous, the ticket agent would necessarily be unable
to associate the spending of the ticket with this repudiation,
so there would be nothing to prevent both from occurring.
There are two approaches to solving this problem, depend-
ing on whether a trusted arbitrator is involved. In the first
solution, the agent does indeed send this message either di-
rectly or through a mutually trusted arbitrator. If directly,
it resends the blind-signed identity vectors the through the
arbitrator in case of dispute. If the customer has already
used the ticket, they gain no advantage from this. Alterna-
tively, if no arbitrator is available, the parties could employ
a simultaneous contract signing protocol [6]: the customer
to obtain the signed identity vectors, and the ticket agent to
obtain an acknowledgement of their correct receipt. This
would take place in two phases:

TA→ C : KUC{H((signedblinded id vector)j),
TimestampTA′ , SignatureTA′}

This message means that the ticket agent commits to a
hash of the blind-signed identity vectors, which it requires
the customer to sign. Next, the ticket agent sends and com-
mits to the actual values at the same time as the customer
send and commits to the hash.

4.3.2 Anonymous eTicket issuing subphase

After the end of the initial subphase, the customer will
possess signed keys, eTicket cost, and identity pairs in
such a way that the ticket agent cannot link them to the
customer’s identity. As a result, if, from now on, the
customer uses the anonymous temporary private key to
authenticate themselves, neither the ticket agent nor any
service provider can discover the customer’s identity and



the customer can obtain an eTicket both securely and
anonymously.

1(e) The customer removes the blinding factors from
all (signedblinded id vector)j , ∀j ∈ [1, n] and forms them

into an array with thejth signedid vectorforming thejth

row.

< signedid array > = {(signedid vector)j}
=

(signedblinded id vector)ij

blindij

The ith column of< signedid array > is used during the
ith use of the ticket. We denote this< signedid array >l.

The customer then requests the services he wishes
to access, sending the authenticated eTicket cost to-
ken signedeTicketcost, for which they have previ-
ously paid, and the authenticated temporary public key,
signedTPK, and the authenticated identity vectors. Should
a usage-constrained multi-use ticket be required, the cus-
tomer generates a hash chain and commits to the an-
chor. A hash chain is formed from a series of related
elements:chain0, . . . , chainn, where

chainn = H(random);
chainl−1 = H(chainl) ∀l ∈ [1, n];

random: random number;

chain0 is known as the anchor of the chain andchainn is
known as its root. Any host that knows the root of the chain
can recreate any element within it. If a principal knowing
the root, and having committed to the anchor, has revealed
chaini, then they can demonstrate authenticity for some ac-
tion by revealingchaini+1. Given the nature of the one-
way hash function, it is computationally infeasible to gen-
eratechaini+1 knowing onlychaini but trivial to check that
chaini came fromchaini+1. Thus, someone with the ability
to revealchaini+1 is highly likely to be the same individual
who revealedchaini, and so on transitively tochain0. We
know that our principal committed tochain0, so it must still
be our principal who just revealedchaini+1.

If the customer requires a usage-constrained multi-use
ticket, they generate a hash chain of length matching that
of the array of identity vectors(signedid vector)j . They
then sign the anchor:(signedchain anchor) = (chain0)dT

(mod nT ).
Taken together, the customer prepares a list of services<

servicesrqst > he wishes to access and encrypts it together
with the signed temporary public key and the signed eTicket
cost and the signed anchor of the hash chain. He encrypts
and sends the message to the ticket agent.

C → TA : KUTA{< servicesrqst >, (eT , nT ),

(signedeTicketcost), (signedTPK), (signedid array),
(signedchain anchor), TimestampC′′ , SignatureT }

1(f) The ticket agent verifies whether its signatures
on the eTicket cost, the temporary public key, and the iden-
tity vectors are correct and checks thatsignedeTicketcost
is at least as much as the cost of the service requested. The
ticket agent creates an eTicket that contains the previously
authenticated fields along with information specific to the
services to which the ticket relates; this might, for example,
include an expiry date:

< eTicket>= {(eT , nT ), (signedeTicketcost),
(signedchain anchor), < grantedservicesinfo >,

(signedid array), TimestampTA′′ , SignatureTA′′}

The ticket agent encrypts the eTicket with thetemporary
public key and sends them to the customer, which then has
a valid ticket it can spend. Again, a simultaneous contract
signing approach may be employed in obtaining a receipt
for the ticket and so prevent later contestation over whether
this message was or was not sent.

TA→ C : KUT {< eTicket>}

The ticket agent retains a copy of the eTicket.

4.4 eTicket spending phase

2(a) At this point, the customer possesses a signed eT-
icket. When he wishes to spend the eTicket, he encrypts it
with the service provider’s public key and sends it to the ser-
vice provider. In addition, the customer also encrypts and
sends: (i) the next non-spent spending chain elementchainl

together with its positionl in the chain; (ii) the identity of
the ticket agentIDTA that signed the information within
the ticket.

C → SPx : KUSPx{< eTicket>, l, chainl, IDTA,

TimestampC′′′ , SignatureT ′′}

2(b) The service provider needs to be sure that the
ticket is legitimate, current and possesses sufficient credit
to allow its use. Thus the service provider:(i) verifies the
ticket agent’s signature on< eTicket >; (ii) verifies the
correctness ofchainl using the committedchain0 in the
eTicket; (iii) verifies whether the conditions of use of the
< eTicket > have been met, e.g., whether it has been
locally overspent.



To verify (signedid array), the service provider creates
a random binary string< S > of k

2 elements. This deter-
mines which of the two blinding factors, for each element
in the lth column of the array the customer should send.
The service provider encrypts the challenge< S >l with
the temporary public key obtained from the eTicket. It then
sends it to the customer.

SPx → C : KUT {< S >l, TimestampSPx
, SignatureSPx

}

2(c) The customer sends the requested blinding fac-
tors associated with thelth use of the ticket. For each
element in< S >, the customer generates a pair of values,
< responseSilb > whereb = {0, 1}.




id revealil if Si = 0, b = 0
g(id revealil XOR (C info) XOR l) if Si = 0, b = 1
id revealil XOR (C info) if Si = 1, b = 0
g(id revealil) if Si = 1, b = 1

wherei ∈ [1, k
2 ], b ∈ {0, 1}, l: use number.

The customer produces< responseS >l by aggregat-
ing these value pairs; it then encrypts it with the service
provider’s public key and sends it to the service provider.

C → SPx :
KUSPx{< responseS>l, TimestampC′′ , SignatureT ′′′}

2(d) At this point the service provider has a set of
responses to its challenge and it needs to verify the validity
of those responses. In order to accomplish this, the service
provider computes two factorsx′i and y′i ∀i ∈ [1, k

2 ], as
follows.

x′il =
{

responseSil1 if Si = 0
g(responseSil0 XOR l) if Si = 1

y′il =
{

g(responseSil0) if Si = 0
responseSil1 if Si = 1

If the responses are valid, then we have that:

x′il = g(id revealil XOR (C info) XOR l),
y′il = g(id revealil).

The service provider calculates an identity check value
for thelth use of the ticket fromsignedid arrayl:

< identity checkvalue>=

=
∏ k

2
i=1 < signedid array >il∏

i∈[1, k
2 ] blindij

=
∏

i∈[1, k
2 ]

fdTA(xil, yil)

Consequently, the service provider checks whether:

< identity checkvalue>eTA≡ ∏
i∈[1, k

2 ] f(x′il, y
′
il)

If so, < signedid array >l is valid. Note that the ser-
vice provider has enough information to confirm that the
customer’s identity in< signedid array >l is of the proper
form, but does not have enough information to compromise
the customer’s anonymity.

Finally, the service provider(i) determines which ser-
vices have been granted to the customer; (ii) stores<
eTicket>, l, < responseS >l andchainl in case of over-
spending.

It can then grant the service. If the service is in the form
of an electronic transaction, then the service provider should
obtain a receipt from the customer as before; without this
the customer could deny having received the service. If the
service is a real-world service, then alternative mechanisms
could be used by the service provider in proving that the
customer actually used the service (e.g., CCTV footage).
However, the situation here is no different to one in which
a customer claims that a service provider has accepted and
taken a physical ticket but refused to honour it.

4.5 eTicket cashing phase

3(a)There are two possible mechanisms by which pay-
ment may occur: (i) the service provider wishes to take a
pre-agreed cut from the revenue received by the ticket agent
for each use of a ticket. It therefore needs to establish this
usage in such a way that the ticket agent can verify it; and
(ii) the ticket agent is paid a bonus that is determined by
ticket usage. Unfortunately, it is always possible for the
service provider to under-report usage. However, the use
of hidden inspectors who purchase and use tickets, but re-
port this use additionally to the ticket agent, can show when
underreporting is occurring.

In either case the service provider sends the eTicket to
the ticket agent, together with the last received chain el-
ement and corresponding blinding factors in the form of
< responseS >’s.

SPx → TA : KUTA{< eTicket>, chainlast,

< responseS>, TimestampSP′x
, SignatureSP′x

}



The ticket agent checks for overspending by examining
the ticket identity, the set of revealed blinding factors, and
the last chain element. If these are the same as on a previous
occasion, the ticket agent will, in the case that it is paying
the service provider per use, object. If the last chain element
is the same, but< responseS > differs, then the customer
has attempted to double-use a ticket and their identity is for-
feit as in the following situation.

Assume that the customer attempts to use thelth iden-
tity column at two different service providersA and B.
Consequently, he must then answer both challengeSA

and challengeSB sent by A and B, respectively. It
is very likely that vectorsSA and SB differ in at least
one value for a given vector position. Let beSA =
(. . . , 1, . . .) and SB = (. . . , 0, . . .). As such, the cor-
responding responses toA and B will have included
{responseSil0A} = (. . . , id revealil XOR (C info), . . .)
and {responseSil1B} = (. . . , id revealil, . . .). Upon re-
ceiving the responses fromA andB, the ticket agent com-
bines them to find out the customer’s personal information
(C info) as follows:

(C info) = (id revealil XOR (C info)) XOR id revealil

5 Analysis of the requirements

Customer anonymity Our approach preserves the pri-
vacy of the customer’s identity from both the ticket agent
and service providers. Clearly, there must be a phase in
which the customer pays the price of an eTicket, during
which they will not be anonymous if their payment method
is not anonymous. However, this phase is unlinked from
subsequent eTicket generation by virtue of the use of blind
signatures. The only remaining linkages are (i) the price
of the ticket and (ii) timing. The latter can be addressed to
some extent by introducing delays into the system, but this
affects its usability. The former could be more problem-
atic (especially when coupled with the latter), particularly
if the negotiation of the price of a ticket takes place when
the ticket agent knows the identity of the customer: for ex-
ample, if the ticket agent issues tickets with values that dif-
fer slightly from customer to customer, then they are able
to narrow the number of possible candidates for the identity
of the customer, particularly if timing is taken into account.
If, however, ticket selection precedes negotiation with the
ticket agent (the client obtains a price from the newspa-
per, for example) or the customer is willing to overpay in
order to obscure the true value of the ticket they are pur-
chasing, then this mechanism may be less successful. In
general, identity is less likely to be compromised in a busy
ticket agent with a small range of products than in one that
is largely idle, but weak linkage is unavoidable.

Following purchase and issue, neither the ticket agent
nor service providers can, in general, trace the customer
identity from an eTicket. The eTicket is anonymous and
both issue and spending phases are carried out without ex-
posing customer’s identity: messages are encrypted with
anonymous temporary keys.

Revocable anonymity Our scheme allows customer the
maintenance of properties of anonymity described above, as
long as the customer is honest. If he is not, there are mech-
anisms for revealing the identity of eventual over-spenders.
A service provider accepts the eTicket from the customer
knowing that if, and only if, he cheats, the ticket agent can
reveal the identity embedded into the eTicket and punish the
customer to make up the loss.

Non-repudiation Our work includes a non-repudiation
feature that prevents any party involved from denying pre-
vious commitments or actions. Customers can neither deny
their eTicket requests nor their spending because they sign
eTicket requests with their secret keys and spending mes-
sages with their anonymous private keys. On the other hand,
the ticket agent cannot overcharge the customer because an
eTicket value is embedded in the eTicket.

Offline checking The service provider can check eTicket
validity by using the ticket agent’s public key, which can be
done offline without contacting the ticket agent. In cases
where tickets may be expended at several outlets, over-
spending is possible if all such outlets are offline at the point
at which the ticket is spent, but anonymity will later be for-
feit if these spending records are ever merged. This is an in-
evitable consequence of offline checking and prevention of
such overspending relies either on having outlets online, or
on restricting the use of tickets to particular outlets. There
is no universal way of resolving this problem and solution
adopted must be based on a calculation of business risk.

Global spending Customers can spend their eTickets at
any suitable service provider as the ticket agent’s public key,
used to verify the integrity of eTickets, is publicly available.

Ticketing models We have presented a mechanism that
permits the creation of usage-constrained tickets. In ad-
dition to this, it is possible to encode other ticket-specific
constraints such as expiry date and class of service into the
ticket, supporting a wide range of different ticket models.

6 Future Work

The work contained in this paper represents a start to
the implementation of eTickets; the presentation is intended



to be illustrative rather than prescriptive and, as a conse-
quence, there is considerable future work to be done before
this can be made into a commercially deployable system.
So, for example, the Chaum cut-and-choose and blind sig-
nature approach used above was selected for ease of expla-
nation rather than efficiency. We are currently developing
this approach to utilise the more efficient Brands’ scheme,
which is based on Schnorr signatures.

For reasons of space, we have elided the eTicket whole-
sale Phase, in which the ticket agent buys tickets from the
service provider. Likewise, we have elided issues of trans-
ferability. The property of non-transferability implicitly as-
sumes that the ticket can be linked to the identity of the
purchaser and, in an anonymous system, this cannot be.
It would be possible to achieve this, forfeiting anonymity,
by encoding identifying features (for example fingerprints)
into the ticket and requiring the checking of these at the
point of use. Transferability, other than transfer to a proxy,
cannot simply be achieved by communicating both the tem-
porary keys and the eTicket. If it were, misuse of the trans-
ferred ticket by the recipient would result in the revelation
of the identity of the original purchaser, added to which
there is nothing to prevent ticket use by the original cus-
tomer.

7 Conclusion

We presented the first proof-of-concept eTicketing
scheme that approaches the degree of flexibility that has
been discussed at an architectural level for some years and
have argued that it possesses a range of appropriate proper-
ties: (i) preservation of customer anonymity, so long as they
do not seek to overspend; (ii) non-repudiation for the cus-
tomer and the service provider; (iii) off-line eTicket check-
ing at any service provider without contacting the ticket
agent; (iv) eTicket use at a range of the possible service
providers; (v) support for a range of different ticketing mod-
els.

We believe that there is a pressing need for more pub-
lished research in this field if the full benefits of mobile
commerce are to be realised.
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